
 

2020 NKRA GRANDE FINALS AT CLAY PIGEON  
ON 11th OCTOBER 2020 

(photographs courtesy of Andy Street Images)  

 Following the Coronavirus lock down in the earlier part of the 

year, the rearranged NKRA Regional fixture list only partly 

resembled that which was originally circulated.  Indeed the 

Grande Finals, scheduled for Clay Pigeon in September, had to 

be delayed until October in order to allow time for a set of 

Regional Fixtures to be put together.  The last of these 

Regionals, at Lydd, was held a mere 2 weeks before the 

Grande Finals leaving little time for the competitors to 

organise fully.  

Unfortunately, a second phase of the coronavirus pandemic 

struck in the weeks leading up to the Grande Finals.  As a 

direct consequence several drivers who were either in a Welsh 

lock down, self-isolation or university lock down were unable to attend.   Further to these absentees, another driver 

arrived Friday evening only to wake up Saturday morning feeling poorly.  Just in case,  and rather than take the risk of 

potentially infecting others he immediately took the responsible decision,  to leave the circuit and return home.  All 

of these serious problems aside,  the race weekend went ahead with all precautions being taken and enforced where 

necessary.  

 As is the norm at the Grande Finals, 4 heats were 

necessary to separate the drivers and provide an 

appropriate starting order for the actual Final race.  

Here Anthony Cleal took up Pole Position from Dave 

Watts on grid 2.  We now had the winners of both the 

Blue Challenge and the NKRA Regionals together on the 

front row.  Behind these two sat Stuart Gray, from 

Scotland and Serita Shone, the only woman in the race.  

Michael Bell and Russell O’Neill filled row 3.  

From the start, Cleal made the most of his Pole side of 

the track.  Watts slotted into second place followed by 

Serita Shone.  Gray was the loser of the standard bottle-neck, which occurs after the start, whilst the whole grid 

jostles for position into the first bend.  He spun out to restart last, but wasn’t destined to stay last for long as a race 

long performance of catching and passing drivers followed.  Russell O’Neill took advantage of the situation and 

managed to move past Michael Bell.  David Goode lost momentum allowing David Waldron, Kieran Qurke and Robin 

Stoddart-Stones through.  Into lap two and Stoddart-Stones slowed up only to leave the circuit a lap later.  Kevin 



O’Neill repassed Ron Shone.   From the back Gray had 

started his charge accounting for Phil Shears and Chris 

Underhill.   

Lap three,  as the race settled down at the front with Cleal, 

Watts, Serita Shone and Russell O’Neill starting to edge 

away.  David Waldron out braked Paul Alexander for 6th 

Place.  Further back Gray passed Ron Shone.   

Over the next 6 laps Watts pressed Cleal until a glimmer of 

a gap appeared and he was through.  Gray set about a 

stunning pace and passed first Kevin O’Neill and then David 

Goode. At the rear Underhill and Shears slid past Ron 

shone. 

From lap 9 Watts gradually eked out a very slim lead over 

Cleal.  Gray accounted for Quirke and then Alexander on lap 10.  Underhill rolled to a stop having knocked loose his 

coolant pump and Ron Shone retook Shears. Lap 13 and Waldron overtook Bell.  Next lap Gray slid by Bell for 6th 

spot. By lap 14 Cleal had stopped Watts moving away in the lead and actually started to pull him back in a little each 

lap.  Gray had, by now, caught Waldron and on lap 16 wrestled 5th place from him.  Further back Kevin O’Neill out 

dragged David Goode into ‘ Billy’s’ and Shears passed 

Ron Shone again.  Into lap 17  and Serita Shone 

succumbed to the pressure being exerted  by Russell 

O’Neil and braked a fraction  late into ‘Billy’s’.  O’Neill 

took immediate advantage along with 3rd place.  By lap 

18 Cleal had caught Watts who left a little gap going into 

the ‘esses’  Cleal was in and  regained the lead he had 

lost some 9 laps earlier.  With 3 laps to go, despite 

absolute pressure being applied all down the ‘field’ ,  

there were no more position changes other that at the 

rear, where Ron Shone retook Shears for the last time. 

At the chequered flag  a shattered Cleal crossed the line triumphant, just ahead of an equally fatigued Watts.  A few 

seconds adrift Russell O’Neill crossed the line closely followed by Serita Shone.   Gray, having restarted on lap 1 in 

absolute last, came in a very creditable 5th; following a Stirling race having overtaken most of the grid along the way.  

David Waldron finished 6th right on Gray’s rear bumper.  

Once all the points were collated, it was Anthony Cleal who emerged as the NKRA overall Champion from Dave 

Watts, who was last years winner.   Serita Shone finished 3rd with Stuart Gray 4th and Russell O’Neill in 5th.  

With the National Championships concluded the Formula Blue class now turns its attention to the Two Counties Kart 

Club Championship round at Mansell Raceway on 25th October. 

For news, updates and points please view the www.planetkarting.uk  website.    

 

http://www.planetkarting.uk/

